
                                      Summer Reading Projects/Activities 

          ________________________________ 

            Name  

 

Choose one of the following projects/activities to complete for the book that you were given at the end of the school 

year.  Activities are due by Friday, September 6
th

.   Make sure your name (first and last) is visible on the back of 

the project.  

___A Timeline- Make a timeline of the main characters    ____T-shirt – When you have completed your  

       in your book. Include only important facts about the     book, use paints or permanent pens on 

       characters. Emphasize main events through telling about   a T-shirt and give the title and an  

       the characters. Include artwork to help illustrate the main    illustration of the book.  You will have a 

       events. Do not include the last chapter on the timeline so   permanent reminder of a great book  

       as not to give away the ending or plot. Instead, end the    every time you wear it. Be creative! 

       timeline with a stimulating question to utilize the skill of  

       predicting outcomes.  Have fun…be creative and colorful!    

___Make a Game board- Make your book into a game. Design  _____Shrink-Lit– Transform your book into a 

       a game board (made from poster board or foam board).If the   poem (at least 10 lines). Don’t forget to 

       book is about a journey, you may have the figures move   include the plot and other important 

       along the squares by rolling dice or by answering questions   parts of the story. Poems can rhyme or  

       you make up from the story. You may also make paper   not, and try to include some figurative 

       cut-outs of the characters. Plan bonus, penalty, and question   language (metaphors, similes,  

       cards. Possibly provide a Good place (a short cut on the board)   personification) and be sure to illustrate. 

       or a Bad place ( a jail). Also provide the rules for the game. 

       This project highlights the setting and events in the book.   

___Create an Ad- Design an advertisement/poster as if your   ____Character Map – Create a character map  

       book is being made into a movie. Illustrate the main     graphic organizer on one of the  

       character or main event in the book. Be sure to include the   characters in the book you have read.  

       title of the book, author, and characters. Be creative, and    Identify 3 different characteristics and  

       make your poster colorful and interesting. Have fun!    Choose 1 in text example to support  

          that. Make sure you reference the pages. 

___Comic Strip – Choose a part of the story to recreate as a   ____ A Mask or a Puppet – Create a mask or  

       comic strip. Use colorful drawings to portray what has   puppet of your book’s main character or 

       happened in the story. Also use dialogue bubbles to express   characters.   Use your imagination! 

       what characters are saying. Your comic should include at 

       least 10 frames.  Be creative and add colorful illustrations. 

___Postage Stamp – Design a large scale postage stamp     

       which honors your book and author. Make it colorful!            

                        

               

  



____Write a letter to the author – Write a letter to the  ____ Kite – These are similar to the windsocks. The title 

         author explaining whether or not you like the story.   and a picture go on the body of the kite.  The  

         Give specific examples about what you liked and    details, author, and additional information go on  

         didn’t like. Your letter should be at least one page.                construction paper diamonds attached to string  

          which makes the tail. 

____Message in a Bottle – Write a letter from the main   ____Book Parade – Use a shoebox to create a float that  

         character to the reader who finds the bottle about    advertises your book.  The body can be built on  

         life during the time period of the book.     the shoebox with wheels attached underneath 

         Be sure to include a major event that took place    out of sight.  Be creative and have fun. 

         in the book. Place your letter in a drink bottle of  

         some sort with a cork to make it look authentic . 

 

____Windsocks – Use a 12x18 piece of construction paper  ____New Chapter – Change the end of your book by  

         for the body. The title and illustration of your favorite  writing a new final chapter. Be sure to resolve  

         part of the story goes on it. The streamers are cut from  the conflict or problem in a new or unexpected 

         construction paper and the names and descriptions of    way. Make a cover or binding for the new  

         the characters, setting, illustrations, and more can be   chapter. Add an illustration of the final scene.  

         written on these. Make your windsock colorful!     

 

                                                                                                

____A Scrapbook – Create a scrapbook as if it were put together by the main character. The scrapbook cover should  

     include the character’s name, the title of the book, the author’s name, and your name. Be creative in the way you  

 incorporate each of these elements into the cover. Inside: Write a journal entry from the main character’s point of  

             view that gives a summary of the book. Hand write this journal entry on a sheet of paper or stationary and  

             staple, glue, or tape it into the scrapbook….make sure to include a date that reflects the “date” the character wrote  

             it. Inside, also include pictures and photographs. They can be drawn or cut out of magazines and should illustrate 

             the main character, friends or family, main events, the setting, or your choice. Place the pictures throughout the  

             scrapbook with explanations that describe what is shown in each. Also include in the scrapbook a letter to a  

             friend and a letter from a friend.  Letter #1 is from the main character’s point of view and write it to a secondary 

             character describing the main problem that the character faces in the story. Letter #2 is from the secondary  

             character’s point of view in response, and it describes the solution to the main character’s problems as it happened      

             in the story. Finally, draw, create, or find several souvenirs or mementos to place in the scrapbook. These objects  

             or drawings should reflect events in the story or important aspects of your character. Include an explanation next  

             to each object describing its significance. 

 

                                                                     Have fun and enjoy your summer reading!                                        CC / 2013 

 


